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(quote 0) (name I) (lockup (name 2:) c) (cons (lambda (01 I)



(let ((1?) (con: (cons (name I) z) C1D) (C 0) e))) (list (cone (name I!) (C c 111)) -.-)) whens, ("are freein?ambda (m) a) (let ((2; (C 0 el))) ((car 2:) (ed: 2) (C 0 eg))) (let ((an (cons-procedure (cons (lambda (c 1:) (II 1)) ’()))



(cons (lambda (c1 11) (cans (lambda (c2 :2) (con: :1 22)) '())) ’()))



(map—closure (coma (lambda (c (com: (com! i fc) (cons g gc))) (cone 3 (map (lambda (pl gv) (can: g1: (f fc gm gv))) gc))) ’())) (pair? (cons (lambda (c r) (and (pair? x) (not (procedure? (car r)))))



'())) (procedure? (cons (lambda (e x) (and (Pair? 1) (procedure? (car x)))) '()))) (let ((I (list (cons (cone (name coaa~ptocedure) :1) 2.") cons-procedure)



(cons (name map-closure) map-closure) (cons (name pair?) pair?) (cons (name procedure?) procedure?)))) (C 1 en))) “'th :n . . ‘ are ?u in en (3661)! cons-proc edure, map—closure, pair?, and procedure?. This assumes that z, . a . are bound to procedures that don’t internally invoke procedural arguments.



Fig. 1 (C 0 (quote u))
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(:1. (quote 11))



(C 0 (name 1)) (C c 2:) (C 1: (lambda (m) 2))



-



(0 (name 22)) (c m) (c (lambda (01 I) (C 01 e)))



(C C (en 62)) so



W -



(C (lambda (Z!) (C (lambda (22) (In C 12)) 61)) :22) (lat ((rn (lambda (c r) (c (11 x))))



(call/cc (lambda (e :1) (:1 c (lambda (02 x2) (c x2)))))



(cons-procedure (lambda (c1 :1) (c1 (lambda (c2 :2) (c2 (eons xi x2))))))



(map-closure (lambda (c (cons f g)) (c (map-closure (lambda (X) (f (lambda (x) x) x)) g))))) (C (lambda (X) X) 50)) where :1... are free in :30 except call/cc, cons-procedure, and map—closure. This assumes that $1 .. . are bound to procedures that don’t in



ternally invoke procedural arguments.
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(define



net-in n v c}



(cond ( procedure? c (map-closure (lambda (111 v1) (if (namee'! n at) v (set—in n v v1))) 6))



g ir?)r):; (cone (set-in n v (car c)) (eat-in n v (:41! e)



)



e ee c



(de?ne (set a v) (call/cc (lambda (c) ((aet—in n v c) $f))))



(define—syntax eetl (syntax-roles () ((aet! x e) (Bet (name I) a))))
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(de?ne (srace thunk) ((1st. vra ((r thunk»



(cond (lgpair? 1) (cons (wrap (car 1)) (wrap (cdr r)))) (( rocedure? r)



( ambda (arguments)



(write (liar +1 procedure argnmsnw» (newline) (1m: ((resulc ((map-clusnro (lambda (n x) (wrap 2)) r) arguments») (write (115'; -1 procedure result»



(newline) result)» (else x))))) (de?ne (sandbox allowde raise-exception thunk)



((1st era? ((x thunk» (cend ( pair? I) (can: (wrap (car 1)) (wrap (Cd! !))))



(({rocedure'i I) ( ambda (arguments)



( (it (gleam)? r arguments) ((map-closwe (lambda (n r) (wrap 1)) 1) arguments) (raise-exception») e se 1



(de?ne (pro?le thunk) (len ((table ’0) (result ((196 er



((1 thunk»



(cond (42pm? x) (cons (wrap (car 1)) (wrap (cdr 1m) (( ocednre? x) ( ambda (ar ants) (set! table (let increment ((table table” (ccnd ((null? sable) (11s: (cons x 1)))



((eq? (car (car cable» I)



(cons (cans (car (car table» (* (cdr (car table» 1)) (ed: table)» (else (cons (car table) (increment (cdr table)))))))



(map-closure (lambda (n :) (wrap 1)) l) arguments)»



(else !)))))3 (write sable)



(newline)



result»



(define (pasch old new) (call/cc (lambda (c) ((lat wra ((X (D



(com! ( eq? 1 old) new)



((pair'l 1) (con: (wrap (car 1)) (wrap (air 1)»)



((Erocegnge‘! 1) (map-closure (lambda (n x) (wrap 1)) 1)) 0 Be 1



(de?ne (room)



(ler ((pairs 0) (slots 0) (objecm '())) (call cc (lambda (c)



(10! walk ((1 c))



(cond ((memq x objects) 0!) (else (sesl objects (cans x objects»



(cond “pair? I) (set! pairs (v pairs 1)) (walk (car 1) ) (walk (ed: 1)))



(115; pairs slots)»



procedure? I) (nap—closure (lambda (n 1) (set! slow (v slow 1)) (walk 2)) z))))))))
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(define 


(let ((pair? pair?)) (lambda (p) (and (pair? p) (eq? (car p) ’dual-numberDD) (define (dual—number e x x—prime) (1! (zero? x-prime) 1 (list 'dual-number a x x-prime)))



(define epsilon cad!) (define (primal a p)



(it (or (not (dual—number? p)) (


Fig. 6 (define pair?



(let ((pair? pair?” (lambda (I) (and (pair? I) (not (dual-number? 2))))))



(define + (lift-real‘raal—ivreal + (lambda (11 x2) 1) (lambda (x1 x2) 1))) (def ine - (lift-mal‘real-Real - (lambda (11 :2) i) (lambda (xi :2) -1)))



(define (lift-real‘real-zvreal # (lambda (11 x2) x2) (lambda (xi x2) x1)))



(define / (lift-realvreal'ueal / (lambda (x112) (1.1 22)) (lambda (xi :2) (- 0 (/ xi (' 12 12)))))) (def ine aqrt (lift-real—>real aqrt (lambda (x) (I 1 (a 2 (aqrt x))))))



(def ine exp (lift-real->real exp (lambda (1) (exp x)))) (def ine log (lift-real->real log (lambda (x) (l 1 x)))) (def ine sin (lift-real—>real sin (lambda (x) (009 1)»)



(define cos (lift—real~>real cos (lambda (x) (- 0 (sin x)))))



(define atan ?ift-realtreal-zvreal atan



(lambda (x1 22) (I (- 0 :2) (* (3 ll 21) 0‘ 22 22))» (lambda (xi :2) (I 11 (+ (a :1 xi) (1' x2 x2)))))) (define - (lift-real‘n?boolean -))



(define



(define > (lift-real‘n-ivbooleam 3-)) (define boolean - (lift-real‘n-lvbooleam >-)) (define zero? (lift-real‘n—rvbooleam zero?»



(define positive? (livft-real‘n-r'boolean positive?» (define negative? (lift-real‘n->b-oolean negative?» (def ime real? (lift-real‘n?boolean real?»
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(doiinn (lift-roal->real f df/dz) (lotroc ((soli (lambda ( ) (if (dua —number? p)



(lot ((0 (epsilon p))) (dual-number a



(self (primal o p)) (' (df/dz (primal e p)) (portuzbation o p))))



(f p))))) aolf)) (doiino (lift~xealwteal->roal ! df/dxi df/dx2) (lotroc ((Bolf



(lambda (p1 p2) (if (or (dual‘numborV p1)



(dual—number? p2)) (lot ((9 (if (or (not (dual-number? p1)) (and (dual—number? p2)



(


(dual-number (self (primal 0 p1) (primal a p2)) (+ (' (di/dxl (primal a 1) (primal 0 p2))



(perturbation 0 pi?) 1) (primal (perturbation 0 p2?))))



(‘ (df/dx2 (primal e



0 p2))



(f p1 p2))))) Belf))



(define (primali p) (it (dual—number? p) (primal# (primal (epsilon p) p)) p)) (define (lift-:eal‘n->booloan f) (lambda ps (apply f (map primal' ps))))



Fig. 7



(lot ((start (list (real 1) (real 1)))



(t (lambda (xi yi x2 y2) (— (* (sqr x1) (qu y1)) (+ (sq: 12) (sq: y2)))))) (let' (((liat x1' y1-) (multivariate-argmin (lambda ((list :1 y1)) (multivariate-max (lambda ((list x2 y2)) (t :1 yl x2 y2)) atazo)) stach) ((liat 12' y2') (multivariate-argmax (lambda ((list x2 y2)) (I x1~ y1¢ 12 y2)) start))) (list (list (write xl') (write y1*)) ( ist (write x2~) (wrico y2¢)))))



Fig. 10
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(sq: 1) (~ I x)) (length 1) (it (null? 1) 0 (‘ (lOng‘h (011." 1)) 1)» (list-re! 1 1) (if (zero? 1) (ca: 1) (list-re! (cdr 1) (- i 1)))) ((map f) 1) (1! (null? l) ‘0 (com (1 (car 1)) ((map 1) (cdr l))))) ((mp2 1) 11 12) (it (null? 11) '0 (com: (1 (car 11) (ca: 12)) ((map2 t) (ed! 11) (cdr l2)))))



(de?ne ((ma -n I) n)



(letrec ((loop (lambda (1) (if (= l n) '0 (cons (I 1) (loop (+ l 1))))))) (loop 0))) (de?ne ((reduce t i) 1) (1! (null? l) i (1 (car 1) ((reduce 1 1) (ed! l))))) (detine (w n v) ((map2 +) u 11)) (define (v‘ n v) ((map'Z -) u 11))



(de?ne (kw k v) ((mnp (lambda (x) (t k x))) v))



(de?ne (magnitude-sququ x) ((reduce + (real 0)) ((mnp sqr) x)))



(define (magnitude 1) (sqrt; (magnitude-squared 1))) (define (distance-squared u v) (magnitude-squared (v- v u))) (detine (distance 11 v) (sqrt (distance-squared u v)))



(de?ne (a l n) ((map-n (lambda (j) (i! (=1 1) (real 1) (real 0)))) 11)) (de?ne (3" x) (bundle x (zero x))) (define ((derivativo I) I) (tangent ((j' 1) (bundle 1: (real l))))) (dotine ((



adient 1) 1)



(let ((n length x))) ((map-n (lambda (i) (tangent ((j- t) (bundle z (e i n)))))) 10)) (de?ne (multivariate-axgmin f X) (let ((5 ( adient 0)) (letter: ( loop (lambda (x It 31 eta i)



(tend ((


x I:



(a (real 2) eta) (real 0)))



v- x ( 'v eta



))))



(it (


(loop 11 (f x) (g 1) (real 10—5) ("61 0)))” (define (multivariate-argue: tr) (mnltivnriate-ugmin (lambda (l) (- (real 0) (I X))) 1)) (define (multivariate-min I x) (f (multivariate-argmin f 1))) (de?ne (multivariate-max I x) (t (multivariate-arm ! 1)))



Fig. 9 (define (naive-euler v) (1011' ((cnat es (list (list (real 10) (— (real 10) (1)) (list (real 10) (real 0)))) (x—in tlal (list (real 0) (real 8))) (xdot-inltial (list (real 0.75) (real 0))) delta-t (real 10-1)) p (lambda (x) ((roduce 4 (real 0)) ((map (lambda (c) (I (real 1) (distance x c)))) chuges))))) (letrec ((loop (lambda (X xdot) (let!l ((xddot (10xI (real -1) ((gradlent ) 10))



(x-new (v+ x (kw delta-t xdot)»;



(11 (positive? (list-re! x-nev 1)) (loop x—new (v1: xdot (kev delta-t 1ddot))) (leu ((delta—t-t (/ (- (list-re! 1-2101! 1.) (list-n1 x 1)) (list-rot xdot 0)) (x-t—I (v4 x (kw delta-t—t xdot))))



(oqr (list-re! x-t-t 0)))))))) (loop x-inltial :dot-innialDD (191' ((110 (real 0)) ((liot w) (multivariate-organ (lambda ((list 11)) (naive—auler 11)) (list wO)))) (write v0)



Fig. 11
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(define (


(define (acne p 1)



(and (am: (null? 1)) (or (9 (cu 1)) (use 9 (ed! 1ND)



(define (find—if p 1) (let 100}: ((1 1))



(com! ((uull? 1)_ 8f) ((p (car 1)) (car 1)) (else (100]: (ed: 1))”1)



(define (renove-if p 1) (10t 100? ((1 U (C '0” (cqnd ((uull? 1) (revel-5e c)) ((1: (car 1)) (10w? (cdr 1) C)! (elce (loop (0dr 1) (con: (car 1) c)))))) (define (2'qu I: l)



‘



(hit 100? ((1 l) (C ’(D) (coed ((01111? 1) (reverse c)) ((eq? 1 (car .1)) (loop (:6: l) c))



>



(elm (loop (0dr 1) (can: (car 1) c)))))) (define term



(In ((peir’? pail-U) (lazbda (p) (if (and (pair? 1)) (eq? (car p) 'dunl-umzbet)) (cad: p



(Lint (cm '0 p)))))) (define (tma-Mual-nmbar term) (cend. ((null? term) 0) ((and (null? (cdr{tenn:|)) (null? (car (car temnDJ) (cdr (cur tern-a))) (elae (list 'dual—nm'b-er term)))) (define (dual-umber? p)



_



(nene (lambda (tau) (um: (null? (car tel-1:0)” (term p)J) (define (dual-whet e x x—prine)



(term-mnl—umber (append (term: 1:)



v



‘



(nap (lambda. (rm) (can: (com: a (car term), (Cd: tern”)



(tern: I-Ftim?J))J) (define (eplsilocn p) (ca: (ca: (find—1f (lambda (tom) (nee (mall? (car tonal”) (term 50)”) (define (primal e p) (tom-mal-umber



(remove-if (lmbda (term) (nenq 0 (cu tern”) (terms p)))) (define (perturbation e p) (term->dual-muber



v



(nap (lenbde (term) (can: (reneveq e (cu: tel-7m» (cdr tern”) (tenure-if (lande (team) (not (menq 0 (cu- tern)))) (tonal: p))))) (define (generate-epsilon) (teen 9'! if”
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(define (derivative f) (lambda (,2)



(let-struct bundle (primal tangent) (define (dual-number x x-prine) (if (2m? x—ptime) x (nuke-bundle x x-prime)))



(define (Primal p) (if (bundle? p) (bundle-primal p) 19))



(define (perturbation p) (if (bundle? p) (bundle-tangent p) 0)) (define (raise—alpha->alpha i elf/dz)



(l?t (0 O) (lambda (p) (dual-number



.



(f (primal p)) (t (di/d: (primal 9)) (Perturbation MD”) (define (rain-alpha'alpba-imlpba f df/drl (if/(112)



(let (0 +) (u 0)) (lambda (pi p2] (dual—number



_



(i (primal p1) (primal p2” (4- (0 (df/dxi (priml p1) (primal p2” (Perturbaticm p1)) (v (di/dx2 (primal p1) (primal 92)) (Perturbation 92))))))) (define (raise-alpha‘n-Y'bo-elean f) (lambda Fe (apply f (map primal pe)J)) 4 (lambda (11 :2) 1) (lambda (11 :2) 1D)



(— (raise-alphatalpba->a1



- (lambda. (11 12) 1) (lmbda (21 x2) —1)J)



U (raise—alphe'alpha->a1 0 (lambda (1’1 12) >12) (Lamb-db (21 :2) 111)) (I (let ((- -) C. ') (1' I1)



(raise—elphe'elpha->alph.a



I (lambda (:1 :2) (j 1 x2)) (lambda (:1 :2) (- 0 U :1 0 12 x2)JJ)J))



(nqrt (let (0 0 U I] (nqrt mart”



(raine-alpha->alpha



:lqrt (Imbal- (2} U 1 U 2 (qut X)))))>)



(up (raisejalpba—?-alpba exp exp)) (103 (let (0‘ III) (raise-a1 lea-Mil (sin (raise-ll



a->al



103 (1:3de (x) (I 1 In”) a sin c001)



(eels (let ((- -) (ein ninl) (raiae—alpbafimlph; coo (lambda (x) (- 0 (sin an)»



(an (let ((+ 0 (- —J (' 'J (1 1))



(raise—alphainlpha-mlaha atan



(lambda (1.1 :2] u (- o 12) G boolean (< (raine—ulphe‘n—>beelean



11 In 0 12 12)») , :1, (+ (' 11 11) (0 :2 r2)))))))



IJ) (J)



(> (raine—nlpha‘n—>boolean >))‘ (beolem - (raise—ulphe’n—>boolem1 >-)) (zero? (raine-elpba‘n->beeleen zero?))



(positive? (raievdpba‘n—>beelean positive?” (negative? (rainwalpha‘n—?eoolean negative?” (real? (raise-alpha'n—>b-eolean real?))) (perturbation (f (dual—nuaber x 1J)))))J
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(define firut cur) (define rent cdr) (define



(mp-n i. n)



l



,



.



(let 100? ((i 0)) (if (- i n) '0 (can: (i i) (loop (4 i 1)))))) (define [redlxe i l i)



(if (mall? I) :i. (f (firnt 1) (reduce f (rest 1) i)J)) (define [:qr I) (' 1 2)) (define (w u v) (nap + u v)) (define (v— u. v) (up - 11 VD



(define It": 1 v) (map (lambda (I) (' k 1)) V)) (define (den 1:. v) (“doze v (map ' u v) 0))



(define [distance uv) (let ((d. (v— v u))] (?qrt (dot d d]))) (define (replace—it'll x 1'. xi)



(if (were? i) (cone xi. (rent 1)) (con: (first 1) (replece-itb (rest 1:) (— :i. 1) xi))))



(define (gradient s) (lambda 0:) (lambda (i) “derivative (lambda (xi) (f (replace-1th z i 1i))J) (list-ref z i)))



(length 2))”



(define z-initial '(O 8)) (define IdOt-ibitill ' (0-75 0)]



(define IO 0) (define mortolermce 1e—1) (define delta—t 10—1)



(define (naive—euler 9) (let ((chargea (list (lint 10 (- 10 ed) (list 10 O)))J (define (p z)



I



(reduce 4 [1111: (Lambda (c) (I 1 [distance x c))) charges) 0))



(let loop ((2 x—initial) (xdet xdet—initiul)) (lat ((xddnt (kw -1 ((g-adient p) 11)) (z-nee (v+ I (luv delta-1: :dnt)))) (ii (positive? (list-ref z-new 1)) (loop x—nev (11+ rdot (kw: delta—t xddotJJ) (let' ((delta—t—f (j (— (list-ref z-new '1) (list—ref : 1]) (lint-ref ant 11)) (x—t-f (w x (kw delta-vi my)»



(aqr (lint-ref x-t—f 0)))))))) (define [again-using—mtboek—nvatenn-mthod i 8) (let Loop ((1 x) (i 0))



,,



(let g?df—dx ((dsri'rltiv‘e f) z))) (if



_



< (aha df-dz) mortelerunceJ



1



(loop (— x (j df-dz ((derivative (derivative 1)) x))) (* i 1)))))J



(define (particle) (arguin-uning-tut'book—navtons-method naive-euler e0)]
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(de?ne (c e i p) (cond ;; Equauun (24)



((nm (linear-zen? p)) (I p (¢ i 1))) ;: Equation (26)



((-_e (e 2:11:86?) e) (linear-term (epsilon p) (c e i (z (epsilon p) p)) (c e (4» i i) (q (epsilon p) p)))) ii E‘qu on



(elm (linear-term (epsilon p) (c e i (r (epailon p) p)) (c e i (q (epsilon p) p)))))) (de?ne (rename e1 02 ) (cond ;; tian (2 ((-_e e1 e2) )



;; Equation (



)



((nnt (linear-term? p)) p) :: Equation (29)



((


H Equauw (30 ((=_e (epsilon ) 01) (linear-Lem e2 (1' e2 (r 01. p)) 0 (q e2 (1 01 p)) (rename 01 02 (q e1 p))))) (else (error '



is case should never occur in this program.“))))



(define (liIt-real—n‘enl r (ix/dz)



(lettec ((salt (lambda (p) (cond ;; E‘qumion (31)



“linear-term? 1,1,) (la ((0 (apsl on p))) (linear-term e



(sol! (r e p))



(e (let ((e-prime (generane—e 511m)”



(else (1 p))))))



((renaxgg?sprime e (c e—pr e 0 (df/dx (linear-term o-prime (r e p) (q e p)))))) e P q



sel?) (de?ne (litt-real~real->real ! di'ldxl (it/6:2) (lezrec ((sel!



(lambda (pi p2) (cond ;;



nation (32)



((mn (linear-term? p1) (or (not (linear—term? pm) (


(self (r 01 pl) pi)



(e (lev- ((e-prime (generate-epsilon)» ((X'Ol;lm§)());g§imi 01 (c e-prime O (dl/dxi (linear~term e~prime (z 01 pl) (q 01 121)) p2)))) ‘1 °



P



;;((anEguation (33) p2) (or (am (llnemr—cerm‘! p1)) (


(self pl (1' 02 p2))



1' (1m: ((e—ptime (Bonanza-epsilon)»



((rzgmmg?g §ime e2 (c o-ptime O (dI/dzZ p1 (linear-term e-prinze (r 02 p2) (q 02 p2))))))



In)



;;



atiom (34)



((



(linear—tum? g1) (linear-term? pi) (-_e (epsilon pl) (epsilon p2»)



q



p



(let ((0 (epsilon ? )) (o-pi'lme (generate-epsilon)” (rename e-prime e (Bel! pi (rename e e-prime p2))))) (else (I pi p2)))))



50



(de?ne (r- p) (11 (linear-(em? p) (v (! (epsilon p) p)) p)) (de?ne (1itt-reml\nymbol{94)n->boolean I) (lambda pa (apply t (map 2" pa»)!



Fig. 16 (deiine pair? (let ((pair? pair'm (lambda (x) (and (pair? 1) (not (linear-term? I)))))) (de?ne + (liit-real'real-xeal * (lambda (21 x2) 1) (lambda (11 x2) 1))) (define - (litt-real~real->real - (lambda (i1 :2) 1) (lambda (ii 12) -1.)))



(de?ne ~ (lift-realeQal-neal ' (lambda (11 x2) 12) (lambda (11 12) x1))) (deiine / (lift-tealueal-neal I (lambda (x1 x2) (/ 1 x2)) (lambda (11 12) (- 0 (/ 11 (n :2 x2))))))



(define sqrt (lift-real—neal sqzt (lambda (1) (/ 1 (n 2 (sqn 1))))))



(de?ne up (liit-renl-n'eal up (lambda (1) (at? 1)))) (define log (li?-real-n’eal log (lambda (I) (/



1))))



(define sin (litt-Ieal-Heal sin (lambda (x) (cos 1)))) (define cos (lift-reml—>real cos (lambda (I) (- 0 (sin x))))) (define atan (liIt-real'real-Heal



atan (lambda (“12) (I (- 0 22) (~ (o 11 11) (v :2 x2)))) (lambda (1112) (I z! (¢ (1 :11!) (v 12 12)))))) (define - (lift-real‘n->boolean =))



(define < (litt-teal'n->boeleaa  (litt-real‘n->boolean )))



(define boolean 0)) (de?ne >= (litt-real‘n~>boolean >=)) (de?ne zero? (lilt-teal‘n->boolean 29:07))



(define positive? (liit-real'ndboolean 1»;me



(define negative? (lit:-real'n->boolean na§aliv07))



(define real? (111t-real‘n->boolem real?)
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;;; Equation (2) (define (derivative X) (lambda (c) (let ((0 (generate—epsilon”) (univariato-a o l (I (linear-term 0 c l)))))) (detins (ith-dsrivniva-by-rapetition 1 t) (cond ;; Equation (3) ((20:07 i) t)



;; Equation (4) (also (ith-dorivativo-by-npétition (— i 1) (darivativa 1'))))) ;;; Equation (7) (define (ith-dnrivative-by-touer i I)



(lambda (6) (let ((0 (generate—epsilon”) (univnriate-e o 1 (! (linear-term e c 1))))))



(define (position-ot-nonzaro i) (cond ((null? i) if)



:(Torogn?iar 1)) (lot. ((positiun (posi‘ion-ot-nonzoro (ed: i)))) (1! position (‘ position 1) 81))) G 56



(de?ne (decrement-1th i 1) (it (zero? 1) (cons (- (car i) 1) (ed: 1)) (can: (car i) (decrement‘lm (ed: 1) (- 1 1)))))



(detinn (linx—roplace—lm c 1 u) (it (zero? 1) (cons u (cdr c)) (cons (ca: c) (list-replace—lth (cdr c) (- 1 1) u))))



(detim i t) (let ((1(partial-derivativa-by—regetitlon ( ositlon-of—nunzoi'o i) ) (cond ;;



tion (8)



((not 1) I) ;; Equation (9)



(also (panial—dozivativo-by-Iepetition



(decrement-1th i 1) (lambda (c) ((dnrivativo (lambda (u) (I (list-replaco-lth c 1 u)))) (list-1'0! c 1)))))))) ;;; Equation (12)



(dafino (partial-darivative-by40er 1 f) (lambda (C)



(let. ((1? (map (lambda (c1) (generate—epsilon” c))) multivariate-2 o i (1‘ (map (lambda (a1 c1) (linewtem 91 cl 1)) a c))))))
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AUTOMATIC DERIVATIVE METHOD FOR A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE



FIG. 16 illustrates a mechanism for extending certain SCHEME procedures to support multivariate power series. FIG. 17 illustrates overloading some SCHEME procedures that operate on reals with extensions that support multivariate power series.



STATEMENT REGARDING GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED RESEARCH



FIG. 18 is a SCHEME implementation of ’D, the repeti



This innovation was sponsored in part by NSF grant CCF 0438806 and in part by Science Foundation Ireland grant 00/PI. 1/ C067. The US Government may have certain rights in the invention.



tion and tower methods for ’17 , and the repetition and tower methods for 1) ?"""“’ .



FIG. 19 is a block diagram of a computing device on which the disclosed activities occur.



REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS



DESCRIPTION



This application claims priority to US. Provisional Patent Application 60/862,103, ?led Oct. 19, 2006, and titled “Auto



For the purpose of promoting an understanding of the principles of the present disclosure, reference will now be made to the embodiment illustrated in the drawings and spe ci?c language will be used to describe the same. It will,



matic Derivative Method for a Computer Programming Lan



guage,” which is hereby incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth.



nevertheless, be understood that no limitation of the scope of 20



REFERENCE TO COMPUTER PROGRAM LI STING APPENDIX



modi?cations of the described or illustrated embodiments,



and any further applications of the principles of the disclosure as illustrated therein are contemplated as would normally occur to one skilled in the art to which the invention relates.



The text ?le named “map-closure.txt” is hereby incorpo rated by reference. The ?le “map-closure.txt” has a date of



the disclosure is thereby intended; any alterations and further



25



creation ofFeb. 20, 2014, and is 394,490 bytes. FIELD



Generally, one form of the present system is a system that compiles, interprets, or executes a functional programming language that implements a derivative operator as a ?rst-class function. In another form, a computing system, comprising a processor and a ?rst memory in communication with the



The present disclosure relates to computing equipment for processing computer programs. More speci?cally, this dis closure relates to compilers, interpreters, and other systems



30



that process functional programs that include automatic dif ferentiation facilities. 35



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



FIG. 1 is a closure-conversion implementation that applies to a top-level expression e0. FIG. 2 is CPS-conversion code that applies to a top-level



second object expressed in the formal language. The second object calculates the derivative of the ?rst object, and the 40



expression e0. FIG. 3 is an implementation of set! using map-closure and



examples. FIG. 10 is VLAD code for the saddle example. FIG. 11 is VLAD code for the particle example. FIG. 12 is a sample implementation of some SCHEME pro cedures that operate on reals with extensions that support dual numbers. FIG. 13 is a sample implementation of an alternate repre



processor and a ?rst memory in communication with the 45



50



operator that takes a ?rst function as its input and provides a second function as its output, where the second function calculates the derivative of the ?rst function. The ?rst func tion includes a nested AD operation such that at least one of



the following hold: the ?rst function provides cascaded use of 55



the AD operator, with or without intermediate operations on the resulting value; or the code for the ?rst function invokes



the AD operator. 1 AD of Functional Programs Algorithm Differentiation (AD) is an established enter prise that seeks to take the derivatives of functions speci?ed as 60



programs through symbolic manipulation rather than ?nite differencing. AD has traditionally been applied to imperative programs. This portion of the disclosure presents a novel framework for performing AD within modern functional



sentation for dual numbers as sparce association lists of their



charged-particle path-optimization example in Section 6-7.



processor, includes in the ?rst memory programming instruc tions executable by the processor to accept a function expressed as a program, automatically process the program, and store the output in a second memory. The automatic



processing interprets an automatic differentiation (AD)



fringe elements indexed by path. FIG. 14 is a sample implementation of the derivative opera tor in PLT SCHEME using generative structure types. FIG. 15 is a portion of the code that implements the



second object is produced by transforming the ?rst object with the formal system. In yet another form, a computing system, comprising a



call/ cc.



FIG. 4 is an illustration of fanout in connection with appli cation of AD to binary functions. FIG. 5 is an illustration of typical LISP and SCHEME system functionality implemented as user code with map-closure. FIG. 6 is a SCHEME implementation of an API for dual numbers. FIG. 7 illustrates a mechanism for extending certain SCHEME procedures to handle dual numbers. FIG. 8 is a ?ow diagram illustrating the role of the lambda calculus in a variety of systems that use AD transformations. FIG. 9 is common VLAD code for the saddle and particle



processor, includes in the ?rst memory programming instruc tions executable by the processor to accept a function expressed as a program in a formal language of a formal system; automatically process the program to yield an output; and store the output of the processing in a second memory. The formal language includes at least one automatic differ entiation (AD) construct that takes as its input a ?rst object expressed in the formal language, and provides as its output a



65



programming languages, treating AD operators as ?rst-class higher-order functions that map ?rst-class function objects to ?rst-class function objects. This approach is more modular, allowing a library of functions based on derivatives to be built
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compositionally. It allows the callee to specify the necessary



2001), which seeks to ?nd methods for taking the derivatives of functions speci?ed as programs. The key is to symbolically manipulate programs to compute precise derivatives rather than estimate derivatives numerically as ?nite differences. Traditional AD operates on imperative programs. This dis



AD, rather than insisting that the caller provide appropriately transformed functions. Higher-order derivatives are con



structed naturally, without special mechanisms. Gradients can even be taken through processes that themselves involve



closure presents a natural formulation of AD in the frame



AD-based optimization or approximate iterate-to-?xed point



work of functional programming with ?rst-class higher-order



operators such as PDE solvers. The fact that the output of these transformations are ?rst-class functions, rather than an



interpreted “tape” that is typical of traditional AD systems, makes this approach amenable to ef?cient code generation with standard compilation techniques for functional pro gramming languages. This disclosure illustrates these advan



10



programs represent the underlying mathematical notions more closely than imperative programs. 2. This formulation is modular and allows a library of functions to be built compositionally: root ?nders built



tages with examples that run in an implemented system.



on a derivative-taker, line search built on root ?nders,



1 -1 INTRODUCTION



multivariate optimizers built on line search, other mul tivariate optimizers (with identical APIs) build on Hes sian-vector multipliers, themselves built on AD opera



Differentiation is inherently a higher-order process. The derivative operator, traditionally written as d/dx, maps a func



tion, traditionally written as f(x): traditionally written as f‘(x):



tors, and so forth.



QEi, to its derivative,



Q



3. By allowing the callee to specify the necessary AD, rather than insisting that the caller provide appropriately



. The derivative operator



is thus a higher-order function of type



Q )—>( —> ). Partial derivatives generalize this notion to functions that take multiple arguments, represented as a vector. The partial derivative operator, traditionally written as 0/ 0x1, maps a mul tivariate function, traditionally written as f(xl, . . . , x”):



transformed functions, internals can be hidden and



25



f(x): to its partial derivative with respect to its ith argument (or i”’ element of x). That partial derivative is also a function of type



Q



. The partial derivative operator is



thus a higher-order function of type



' ‘Q



—>



).



(There is a distinct partial-derivative operator for each argu ment index i.) For clarity, we write the derivative operator as J and the partial derivative operator as



30



.



be instantiated with different components as ?llers. For



function f, of type Q , to a function that maps vector x to a vector of the values of all the partial



example, one can construct an algorithm that needs an



an m" L‘Q



optimizer and leave the choice of optimizer unspeci?ed, to be ?lled in later by passing the particular optimizer as



derivatives of f at x. It is thus a higher-order function of type Q ). The Jacobian generalizes this



notion to functions that also return multiple results, repre sented as a vector. We write the Jacobian operator as J. It an 5;



Q



vector x to the Jacobian



5‘ , to a function that maps



we



Q



)Qo



3



40



matrix I at x. The (i,



j)”’ element of J is the value of the partial derivative of the ith element of the output of f with respect to the jth element of the input. The Jacobian operator is thus a higher-order function of



45



91



Many other concepts in mathematics, engineering, and physics are formulated as higher-order functions: integrals,



optimization, convolution, ?lters, edge detectors, Fourier transforms, differential equations, Hamiltonians, etc. The



50



55



It is dif?cult and unwieldy to implement AD in existing functional-programming languages such as SCHEME, ML, and HASKELL. This disclosure, therefore, describes development of a new language, called VLAD (VLAD is an acronym for Func



tion Language for AD with a voiced F), that supports AD 60



better than existing functional programming languages. A preliminary implementation of VLAD is an interpreter called



STALINV (pronounced Stalingrad), discussed herein. STALINV



gramming languages such as SCHEME, ML, and HASKELL. These languages support higher-order functions



rithm differentiation (AD; Griewank, 2000; Corliss et al.,



compilation techniques for functional programs can eliminate the need for interpretation or run-time compi lation of derivatives and generate, at compile time, code



Examples of points 1 through 7 are illustrated in section 1-9,



The lambda calculus forms the basis of functional pro



and treat functions as ?rst-class objects. They can be passed as arguments, returned as results, and stored in aggregate data structures. There is an established enterprise, called algo



solution. 7. In traditional AD formulations, the output of an AD transformation is a “tape” that is a different kind of entity than user-written functions. It must be interpreted or run-time compiled. In contrast, in our approach, user written functions, and the arguments to and results of AD operators, are all the same kind of entity. Standard



below.



in the elementary differential calculus, is a familiar mathematical example of a function for which both ranges consist of functions. Church (1941, fourth para



graph).



a function parameter. 6. Gradients can even be taken through processes that themselves involve AD-based optimization or PDE



for derivatives that is as ef?cient as code for the primal calculation.



lambda calculus (Church, 1941) is a framework for compu tation with higher-order functions, for which the derivative operator served as a motivating example: It is, of course, not excluded that the range of arguments or range of values of a function should consist wholly or partly of functions. The derivative, as this notion appears



changed, maintaining a modular structure previously not possible in AD codes. 4. Since the present AD operators are formulated as higher order functions that map ?rst-class function objects to ?rst-class function objects, it is straightforward to gen erate higher-order derivatives, i.e. derivatives of deriva tives. 5. Differential forms become ?rst-class higher-order func tion objects that can be passed to optimizers or PDE solvers as part of anAPI. This allow one to easily express



programming patterns, i.e. algorithm templates that can



The gradient operator, traditionally written as V, maps a



maps a function f, of type



function objects. Doing so offers a number of advantages over traditional AD formulations: 1. Due to similarity of notation and semantics, functional



is currently an interpreter, but those skilled in the art will be able to evolve STALINV into an extremely ef?cient compiler 65



for VLAD, for example, by using the technology from the STALIN compiler for SCHEME and techniques such as polyvari ant ?ow analysis, ?ow-directed lightweight closure conver
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sion, unboxing, and inlining. The remainder of this section of



followed by a matriX-vector multiplication is associative. We



the disclosure is organized as follows. Subsection 1-2 devel



use



to denote the transpose of a matriX X. Recall that



ops the framework that we will use to formulate AD. Subsec



‘YT Xi? more generally,



tions 1-3 and 1-4 present traditional forward- and reverse



mode AD within this framework respectively. Subsection 1-5 gives the intuition of how AD is applied to data constructed out of pairs instead of vectors. Subsection 1-6 presents the VLAD language. Subsections 1-7 and 1-8 present derivations of forward- and reverse-mode AD in VLAD respectively. Subsec



In the neXt subsection, we give an unconventional deriva



tion 9 contains examples that illustrate points 1 through 7 above. Subsection 1-10 discusses the key technical contribu



vation that we present lends itself to eXtension to functional



tions of this paper. Subsection l-ll concludes with a sum



programming languages.



tion of forward- and reverse-mode AD. The particular deri



mary of related work and a discussion of planned future work.



1-2.1 Noncompositionality of the Jacobian Operator



An operator 0 is compositional if 0 (g f):(@g) (0F)



1-2 BACKGROUND



and, more generally, 0 (fn . . . fl):(@fn) . . . (@fl). lfwe take



fl, . . . , f” to be primitives of some programming language and



The following notational conventions are applied in this disclosure. We use X and y to denote scalar reals through subsection 5 and arbitrary VLAD values from subsection 1-6 on. We use X and y to denote real vectors and X and Y to



f” . . . f1 to be a program constructed out of those primitives,



then compositional operators have a desirable property: one 20 can compute 0 (fn . . . fl) by an abstract interpretation of a



f” . . . fl, interpreting each fl- abstractly as @fl. We can see that the J acobian operator is not compositional.



denote real matrices. We often use X and its typographic



variants to denote function arguments and y and its typo graphic variants to denote function results. We use primes and subscripts to denote distinct names and brackets, as in X[i], to denote selection of vector components. We take 1 to be the indeX of the ?rst element of vectors (and lists) and the ?rst row



25



and column of matrices. We use comma to denote pair for mation and CAR and CDR to denote the functions that eXtract the elements of pairs. We use e to denote expressions and "c to denote VLAD types. We use f and g to denote functions from



30



The chain rule states that:



and, more generally, that:



real vectors to real vectors through section 5 and procedures of'cl—>'c2 from subsection 1-6 on. We use 0t to denote func tions of type 3i —> b to denote functions of type —> or 35 >< )—> , and p to denote functions oftype "ca boolean.



We use juxtaposition of a function and its argument to denote function application, of two functions to denote function composition: (g f) X:g (f X), of a matriX and a vector to denote matriX-vector multiplication, of two matrices to denote matriX-matriX multiplication, and of two scalars to denote ordinary multiplication. Note that matrices can be viewed as



40



Because the J acobian operator is not compositional, we seek alternative operators that are compositional and allow us to compute the J acobian.



linear functions, thus matriX-vector multiplication is applica tion of a linear function and matriX-matriX multiplication is composition of linear functions. Scalars can be viewed as one-element vectors or 1x1 matrices, thus ordinary multipli



1-2.2 Adj oint Computation: the Essential Insight of AD 45



As a ?rst step in our search for compositional alternatives to the J acobian operator, we introduce:



cation can be viewed as either function application or func



tion composition. We use in?X el+e2 and e1€9e2 to denote ++(el, e2) and



PLUS (e1, e2) and



50



M. y i (foH



55



We refer to X as the primal and to X and X as the forward and reverse adjoints of X respectively. Note that the rows and



columns of J fX can be computed as fX, e and fX, e for basis vectors e respectively. Thus one can derive J f from



to denote e1+ . . . +en. Comma associates to the right; quta



position, +, and 69 associate to the left; and vector-component selection has highest precedence, followed by comma, then



V fx



either 77 for 60



qutaposition, and then + and 69. The scope of lambda expres sions and summations eXtends as far right as possible. We use



f.



The motivation for introducing



and



can be seen



with the following. Suppose we wish to compute T7 (fn . . . f1)



parentheses solely to specify precedence. Note that function composition and matriX multiplication are associative. More generally, a qutaposition sequence denoting either a sequence of function compositions followed by a function application or a sequence of matriX-matriX multiplications



65



X0, X0. Let Xi denote . . . fl X0 and Xi denote . . . fl) X0, X0 for i:l, . . . , n. Note that each Xi can be computed from X-l _ _ _ l as



Xi _ _ _ 1. Furthermore, each Xi can be similarly



computedfrole-___l anXm-___las 7 ?Xl-___1,Xi___l:
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Note that 7 and T5 are still not compositional. This is due to A.



the fact that



/



= Vfixiil, xiil



f and



f map primals paired with adjoints to



adj oints. 1-2.3 Compositionality of the AD Transforms



In a similar fashion, suppose we wish to compute



20



It is easy to derive a compositional variant of that



(f . . . fl)x0, ii”. Let 5(1- denote:



maps xi _ _ _ l to xi and



. Recall



maps xi _ _ _ l paired with



5(1- _ _ _ 1 to ii. We simply introduce a variant of



that combines



these two maps: 25



We can see that



(fn . . . fl)x0, kna‘go; 30



fl- thus maps xi _ _ _ 1 paired with {(1- _ _ _ 1 to xi paired with Xi.



Note that



(an



fIXO)



I



f from



f x, XICDR



f x, X). Thus one can derive



f and ultimately derive ~17 f from



It is easy to see that



f.



is compositional:



40



45



Furthermore, each XM can be similarly computed from



It is a little more di?icult to derive a compositional variant of T": . The reason is that we need to derive the 5(1- values in



reverse order from the xi values because M3“? fl- maps xl-_l 50 paired with 5(1- to 5(1- _ _ _ 1, Recall that:



55



and, in particular, that:



60



So:



65



US 8,739,137 B2 10 Let: )1 denote this function that maps 7?,- to X0. We can derive



Here, each xi denotes a machine state, X0 denotes the input machine state, X” denotes the output machine state, and each



iifromii___l:



fl- denotes the transition function from machine state xi _ _ _ 1 to



machine state xi. \



Forward-mode AD computes



T\



kiilMILYfi



(fn . . . f1) as an abstract



fIXO) X;



interpretation ('1? f”) . . .



fl):



= MiXHWfrxiir, 36;) Just as if



is a variant of



that maps xi _ _ _ l paired with



{(1- _ _ _ 1 to xi paired with {(1, we can de?ne :5? f- to be a variant of



fl- that maps xi _ _ _ 1 paired with it _ _ 1 to xi paired with if:



Here, each machine state X, is interpreted abstractly as a



forward conjoint xi, {(1- and each transition function 1- is inter



fx, at Q (fx), AyMfo, y). 20



The transition functions f- are typically sparse. They typi cally compute a single element 1 of X, as either a unary scalar functionu of a single element 1 of xi or a binary scalar function



primal x. If y:f x, then X17 Note that T7 f x, yICDR ( f x, I) y, where I denotes the identity function. Thus one can derive f and ultimately derive 47 f from



It is easy to see that



i



f.



f, a map from forward conjoints to



forward conjoints.



We refer to i as the backpropagator associated with the



f from



preted abstractly as



25 b of two elements j and k of xi _ _ _ l, passing the remaining



elements of xi _ _ _ l unchanged through to xi. The correspond



is compositional:



1ng functions



f- are also sparse. To see this, consider the



special case where 1:1, j:2, and k:3. If 1‘ (gm. 2 = (gm. Amory. &



30



= (gfx),



Xlll



Xlll



Xl?l



ux[2]



X[2]



X[n]



MW. (W16). y) = (gfx),



35



WMme yxvgqx). l) then J fl- is:



= 7mm MW. & = (?x?m x



40 0 rum] 0



We refer to a primal X paired with a forward adjoint X as a



O



l



O



forward conjoint and to a primal X paired with a backpropa gator i as a reverse conjoint. This gives the basic recipe for



O



O



l



O



O



O



.



0



.



O



O



AD transformations. The forward transformation is an



abstract interpretation where primal values are interpreted abstractly as forward conjoint values and functions fare inter preted abstractly as functions



and J fixiris:



f that map forward conjoint



values to forward conjoint values. The reverse transformation is an abstract interpretation where primal values are inter



50



preted abstractly as reverse conjoint values and functions fare interpreted abstractly as functions



l



i‘ux[2]x[2]



542]



f that map reverse con



joint values to reverse conjoint values. 55



5c[n]



1-3 Traditional Forward-Mode AD



Similarly, if: A program can be viewed as a composition f” . . . fl: 60 X1 = fIXO



Xlll



:



X2 = fle



65



bx[2],x[3]



Xlzl



X[3l



Xlnl



/ l l



l



X[2]



X[n]



X[3]
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12 Thus an imperative program that consists of straight-line code with statements Xl::u X]. and Xli:b x], xk can be inter preted abstractly as straight-line code with statements:



0 lawman] 92M 1. [3] 0 O



1



O



0



O



O



1



0



. .



O



O



O



l



.



0



0



0



0



-0 respectively. Note that any given programming language will have a small ?nite number of primitives u and b. Thus an



implementation of forward-mode AD can be hardwired with



the corresponding D u,



b, and “Pg b implementations.



Traditional forward-mode AD implements the above 20



abstract interpretation either as a source-to-source transfor



mation or by overloading the primitives u and b. This has at least two undesirable consequences. First, in an implementa



tion based on overloading, computing higher-order deriva tives requires overloading the overloaded primitives, which



More generally, if: 25



may not be possible. Second, in an implementation based on



source-to-source transformation, the speci?cation of which code must be transformed is made in the build process, not the xH [1’] otherwise



program, making it impossible for program libraries to specify the need for transformations. 30



then:



1-4 Traditional Reverse-Mode AD Reverse-mode AD computes 35



xH [1’]



interpretation



(fn . . . fl) as an abstract



f”) . . . (it? fl):



otherwise



161,561 ==7f1X0,560



(CDR(I1 11111-1. 51111))[1’1 = 40



{11111111111111111'1 1’ =1 Jig-i1 [1’] otherwise 45



and if:



Here, each machine state X, is interpreted abstractly as a



reverse conjoint xi, 7?,- and each transition function 3",- is inter preted abstractly as f, a map from reverse conjoints to reverse conjoints. Note that one typically takes iOII. The 50



above produces in. One then derives 5(0 from ii” as in X”. This results in the following computation:



55



60



(CDR(I1 11111-1. 51111))[1’1 =



Note two things about this computation: First, T: fns~~~s 111111111 [1']. 11111 [1151111 [1'] + 1’ =1



Jig-i1 [1’]



otherwise



65



f after the ft are called in reverse order from fl, . . . an: computation of fl, . . . , f” terminates. Second, each call to fl- needs the value of xi, an intermediate machine state part way through the computation of fl, . . . , f”. These are handled
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14



in traditional implementations of reverse-mode AD by



More generally, if f- is derived from a unary scalar function u:



recording a “tape” of the computation fl, . . . f” and playing this tape back in reverse to compute



f”,



. . ,



fl. This



tape must record (the necessary parts of) the intermediate machine states. This has at least two undesirable conse



quences. First, playing back the tape involves either an inter preter or run-time compilation, which is less ef?cient than the



xH [1’]



otherwise



primal computation. Second, the tape is a different kind of entity than the primal function, making it dif?cult to compute



higher-order derivatives. Note, however, that, in our formulation, a backpropagator is simply a function. Each backpropagator il- closes over the



otherwise



previous backpropagator il- _ _ _ 1 and calls that previous back



propagator in tail position. This backpropagator chain can implement the “tape.” Reversal and evaluation of the tape is implemented by the chain of tail calls. The backpropagators close over the intermediate machine states, alleviating the need to provide a special mechanism to store such states. And since backpropagators are closures, the same kind of entity as



When



20



primal functions, they can be further interpreted abstractly to



{Milt/1.111111 1’ =1 xH [1’] otherwise



yield higher-order derivatives. Because the transition functions



are typically sparse, the 25



corresponding functions



f- are also sparse. To see this,



XIZI



(CDRCI fat--1. xmkim = 0



again consider the special case where 1:1, j:2, and k:3. If: Xlll



is derived from a binary scalar function b:



XIH]



j’ =1



31.- [j’] + 92111-11 [j]. 11H [1111.- [11 1" = k 30



x; [j-1 ]



ux[2]



X[2]



X[n]



otherwise



Thus an imperative program that consists of straight-line code with statements xlqu Xj and x1::b xj, Xk can be interpreted abstractly as straight-line code with statements:



0



&[21+ @uxm‘ym M3]



40



M Similarly, if:



Xlll



@ bx[2],x[3]



45



XIZ]



X[3]



XIH]



/l l



l



X[2]



X[n]



X[3]



50



respectively. In the above, we use i to denote the tape and “ . . . ” to denote a record on that tape. The records must



include the intermediate values of Xj and Xk. Note that any 55



given programming language will have a small ?nite number of primitives u and b. Thus an implementation of reverse mode AD can be hardwired with the corresponding T) u,



b, and 'F'g b implementations. 60



1-5 Jacobians of CAR, CDR AND CONS



In the next section, we will formulate AD for a functional



programming language. This language will support a pair 65



type with appropriate constructor and accessor functions. We will thus need to apply AD operators to such functions. In this section, we give the intuition for how this is done.
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16 positive?, negative“), null“), Boolean?, real?, pair?, pro



Let us consider the special case where all pairs are of type §



cedure“), car, cdr, and cons. Furthermore, commensurate with the restriction that all procedures take one argu ment, the procedures +, —, *, /, a tan, I, , :



and the accessor functions CAR and CAR are of type 3 ‘



. In this case:



are restricted to take a single argument that consists of a



JCARx = (10)



pair of real numbers. And the procedure cons takes its arguments in a current fashion.



The primitive procedures in VLAD thus fall into four classes: £03ka = 542]



UCARXYI = [ yO ] ‘



procedures u :lRi—>ll3i: sqrt, exp, log, sin, and cos. procedures b: dElxlEL)—>1E:+, —, *, /, and atan.



O



(JCDRX)Ty = [ y\ ]



procedures p : 1: —> boolean : =, , =, zero“),



15



positive“), negative“), null“), boolean“), real“),pair“), and procedure“). other : car, cdr, and cons.



Let us similarly consider comma to be a binary operation of type (( —> )> a'gig ). In this case: 20



(Jf, gx)[i, 1] = (V fX)[i]



lex



anx]



We have implemented a prototype of VLAD. While our proto



type accepts VLAD programs in SCHEME S-expression notation, in this section of the disclosure, we formulate VLAD programs in a more traditional mathematical notation. The details of this notation are not important to understand this system save



25



the following three issues: We use [ ] to denote the empty list and [el; . . shorthand for e1, . . . , en, [ ].



We use e1, e2 as shorthand for (CONS el)e2. We allow lambda expressions to have tuples as parameters



i cifxitii i:l



30



as shorthand for the appropriate destructuring. For



example:



35



A key feature of VLAD is that it supports two novel primitive



cnfxlm + cngxlm



40



procedures, and 3'“ , that implement forward- and reverse mode AD respectively. These are ?rst-class higher-order pro cedures that map procedures to transformed procedures that



perform forward- and reverse-mode AD respectively. While VLAD supports most of the syntactic forms of SCHEME,



namely quote, letrec, let, let*, if, cond, and, and or, a prepro



In the above, 69 denotes vector addition, adding the corre sponding elements of two adj oint vectors of the same length



cessor translates VLAD in to the pure lambda calculus:



to produce an adjoint vector of the same length as the argu ments.



1-6 A Functional Language for AD We now formulate AD for a functional-programming lan guage called VLAD. We have developed VLAD speci?cally to



50



with a basis procedure 1E, using techniques due to Kelsey et al.



together with:



facilitate AD, though the particular details of VLAD are not necessary for one skilled in the art to make and use such a



language. VLAD is similar to SCHEME. The important differ



55



ences between VLAD and SCHEME that are relevant to this paper are summarized below:



Only functional (side-effect free) constructs are supported. The only data types supported are the empty list, Booleans, real numbers, pairs, and procedures that take one argu ment and return one result. Thus VLAD objects are all of



the following type:



and replacing quoted constants with references to variables in the top-level closure. For reasons of ef?ciency and debugga bility, the disclosed implementation treats letrec as primitive 60



syntax. In this section of the disclosure, however, we assume that letrec has been translated into code that uses theY com



binator.



In subsections 1-2 through 1-5, both primal and adjoint values were real vectors of the same length. In VLAD, we have 65 a richer set of possible primal values. Thus we need a richer



The only primitive procedures that are supported are +, —,



*, /, sqrt, exp, log, sin, cos, a tan, I, , 


set of possible adj oint values. Just as adjoint vectors are of the same length as the corresponding primal vectors, we want
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